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Abstract 
Electromagnetic emanations from IT device may leak information they process. By analyzing the 

characteristics of electromagnetic emanations, eavesdropper could reconstruct critical information. 
Particularly information displayed on monitor faces a serious security risk. Although various 
electromagnetic information leakage countermeasures have been proposed try to solve the information 
security problems, their effectiveness evaluations are mostly subjective. The comparison of their efficiency 
and the evaluation of information reconstruction implementations are challenging issues, no reliable 
quantitative metric available. From the information theory point of view, this paper presents an evaluation 
model for assessing monitor information reconstruction through electromagnetic emanations. By a 
reconstruction experiment, the amount of information leakage and information reconstruction is 
implemented and analyzed. 
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1. Introduction 
After Van Eck published his paper in 1985, the risk of information leakage through 

electromagnetic radiation from a display unit has been widely known. Regarding the leakage 
channel, a side-channel is an unintended communication channel that leaks some information 
from a device through a physical media. As far as this paper is concerned, the leakage refers to 
unintentional electromagnetic information leakage. By analyzing the characteristics of 
intercepted electromagnetic emanations through measures such as DEMA, averaging technique 
etc, eavesdroppers may reconstruct critical information, causing information security under 
serious threat. Among which, the most common cases involve compromising of information 
displayed on monitors. Although there are various electromagnetic information leakage 
countermeasures in open literature, very few focused on the quantification of countermeasure 
effectiveness.  Therefore, questions like“How to compare two side-channel attacks?” could not 
be answered, “which countermeasure is more effective” cannot be determined.  

Considering the above-mentioned problem, this paper firstly give an information 
leakage model to bridge electromagnetic emanations with information theory, and then 
proposed a reconstruction evaluation model based on information leakage model to quantify the 
effective of electromagnetic information reconstruction. Thirdly, in section IV an electromagnetic 
information interception and reconstruction experiment is described and result is analyzed. 
Lastly, section V draws our conclusion. 
 
 
2. Information Leakage Metric 

Tempest has been a concern regarding computer security in military and government 
institutions for a long time, which refers to the techniques, investigations, and studies of 
compromising emanations and their application to eavesdropping, as well as to the information 
leakage through emanation. 

For the past decade, in research field of electromagnetic information security 
represented by TEMPEST, most based their research on electromagnetic related theory. 
However, theoretic explanation of the information electromagnetic emanations carries is seldom 
discussed, especially short of description for electromagnetic information leakage in a 
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systematic model manner. Essentially, it is the information lies under the form of 
electromagnetic emanations counts.  
Channel Capacity: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Electromagnetic Information Leakage Through Side-channel. 
 
 

When there is a communication channel, the maximum amount of information IT device 
can transmit to receiver is defined as channel capacity, as is illustrated in Figure 1. Side-
channel can leak information about the processed data through electromagnetic emanations. 
According to information theory, Shannon theorem is given in equation(1), where C denotes 
channel capacity, that is data transmission rate [bps], B denotes the bandwidth, S stands for the 
power of signal, N is for the power of noise.  
 

                                                                                    (1) 
 
As can be seen from Equation (1), there are two ways to increase data transmission 

rate, one is to raise the transmission bandwidth, the other is to increase S/N ratio. While for the 
receiver or attacker part, in order to intercept more information, broader receiving frequency and 
higher S/N ratio are required. 

Considering factors such as receiver’s working frequency, antenna’s receiving 
sensitivity, radiation magnitude of electromagnetic leakage from IT device etc, they all affect the 
practical channel capacity. So a constraint coefficient k1 is added, thus we proposed 
electromagnetic information leakage metric as in equation (2), the value of k1 is between 0 and 
1, which is determined by the above mentioned factors.  
 

                                                                                           (2) 
 
 

3. Reconstruction Evaluation Model 
After intercepting electromagnetic information leakage, information reconstruction 

should be followed in order to restore the original data. Reconstruction process is closely 
correlates with three key aspects, which are the total amount of original information IT device 
processed, the amount of leaked information, and the amount of intercepted information. 

Considering reconstructed information, it not only contains useful information, but also 
mixed with noise. Particularly, for the displayed information on monitor, it is necessary to 
reconstruct a clear image so as to read its content, so image quality or legibility is critical. Then 
come the question: “How to evaluate the quality of reconstructed image quantitatively?” We 
proposed a information reconstruction evaluation model, it concerns with the following variables: 
I denotes the amount of original information IT device processed per time unit, for displayed 
images it can be calculated using equation (4); Ck0 denotes channel capacity of 
electromagnetic information leakage under ideal condition; Ck1 denotes channel capacity of 
electromagnetic information leakage with noise; Cr denotes the amount of information 
intercepted per time unit; Q denotes reconstruction quality. In general, processed original 
information by IT device will not all leaked out, and the leaked electromagnetic information could 
not be all intercepted, additionally, compared with ideal condition, under noise environment the 
channel capacity of electromagnetic information leakage is smaller. Their relationship can be 
stated as: 
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 The proposed reconstruction evaluation model is given by Equation (4), as for 
displayed image, value I can be calculated using Equation (3). That is the amount of original 
information for the processed image is determined by bit depth, display resolution and frame 
rate. Thus, Q can be extended as Equation (5), because color information is lost within the 
reconstructed image, value Q actually gives the number of steps in gray scale for reconstructed 
image, in other words, the greater the Q value is, the more detailed image we can get.  
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Regarding Equation (4), when Cr ≥ I, that is the amount of intercepted information no 

less than processed information by IT device, it is theoretically possible to reconstruct the 
original information; When Cr < I, that is the amount of intercepted information is less than 
processed information by IT device, in this case information could be easily lost, the possibility 
of information reconstruction is reduced. There have been report [1] by experiment that when Q 
is greater than 0.8, a clear image could be reconstructed and when Q is greater than 0.5 but 
less than 0.8, the reconstructed image is nearly recognizable, in other cases, no clear image 
can be reconstructed. 

 
 

4. Experimental Results and Analysis 
Various countermeasures for information leakage via electromagnetic emanations have 

been proposed, they can be classified into three layers: the first is called anti-leakage layer, 
most realized by hardware means, it aim is to block or reduce electromagnetic radiation; The 
second is celled anti-intercept layer, its purpose is to make interception more difficult with 
software methods; The third is celled anti-reconstruction layer, for the cases even most 
information is intercepted, the original information is still hard to reconstruct. 

As in this experiment, in order to test our proposed reconstruction evaluation model, we 
employed and analyzed a software based countermeasure-tempest fonts, which is developed 
by Kuhn and Anderson [2]. Because high frequency spectrum among electromagnetic 
emanations is valuable information that eavesdroppers can use to reconstruct the target display 
image. Tempest fonts’ main idea is to use Fourier transformation as a low-pass filter, removing 
the top 30% of the horizontal frequency spectrum. Figure 2(a) is the original tempest fonts 
image employed. We further used a Gaussian filter upon the original image in order to make the 
image smoother and thus make interception and reconstruction more difficult. Three images 
(o1、o2、o3) was produced by applying different parameters in Gaussian filter e.g. radius and 
deviation so as to make the image more gradual changes. Gradual changes in gray scale inhibit 
strong electromagnetic emanations. The gradation is in the order of o1, o2, o3.  

Figure 2(a), (b), (c) are the reconstructed images when Q equals 1.2, 0.8, 0.6 
respectively. 

 
 

(a)  Original tempest 
font image 

(b) Reconstruted 
image Q=1.2 

(c) Reconstruted 
image Q=0.8 

(d) Reconstruted 
image Q=0.6 

 
Figure 2. Original Image and Three Reconstructed Images 
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As can be seen from Figure 2, when Q>1, it is possible to restore a relatively clear 
image; when Q=0.8, a partially readable image is obtained; when Q<0.8, the reconstructed 
image is no readable. There is no case showed a bigger Q corresponding to a less clear image, 
therefore, we can confirm that the value of Q and the quality of the reconstructed image closely 
correlated. In this experiment, 0.8 is as the reconstruction threshold for image legibility, it can 
vary according to the image displayed on monitor and the particular measurement environment. 

 
 

5. Conclusion 
Information leakage through electromagnetic emanations causes a serious threat to 

information security, and various countermeasures have been proposed to try to solve the 
problem. But the evaluation for countermeasures have long been a challenging issue to be 
addressed. This paper first introduced the notion of side-channel, described an electromagnetic 
information leakage metric based on information theory, and then proposed an information 
reconstruction evaluation model. The main objective is to quantify countermeasure evaluation, 
make the comparison of various countermeasures possible, facilitates the effectiveness 
evaluation for information reconstruction via electromagnetic information leakage.  

The evaluation model could also be adapted and applied in electromagnetic side-
channel cryptanalysis, according to the calculation result, we will be able to determine the 
necessary number of sampling data, and further get to know the minimum number of samplings 
for the security evaluation.  
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